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This guidance note is one of a series of technical specifications and guidance
notes for cricket accommodation and pitches produced by the England and
Wales Cricket Board (ECB). The aim is to outline the key considerations for
schools and designers when planning indoor and outdoor cricket facilities
in schools.
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01.

People

Consultation process
The ECB is fully committed to inspiring the nation to
choose cricket as its sport of choice either as a participant,
volunteer, spectator or follower. In doing so, the ECB
has delivered annual participation rate increases of over
20 per cent since 2007 making a significant difference
to local communities from both a cricket, social and
educational perspective.
This has been achieved through a combination of robust
strategic planning, aligned capital and revenue investment,
close partnership working and proven development
programmes.
If you are thinking of engaging with cricket, this guide is
intended to give you an overview of the support ECB
can offer in development process of your project. From
a strategic perspective ECB can add value by offering
support in the following areas.

Cricket Development Manager at your respective
County Cricket Board is advised at an early stage to
discuss the possible links and support that can be
offered to your project. Details can be found on
ecb.co.uk/countyboardcontacts
Strategic planning
Complementing a clear national strategic direction for the
game is a portfolio of County Strategies that set down
the specific priorities for the game locally against a set of
defined outcomes. These cover the long term strategic
direction of cricket in each County and also priorities for
facility investment, aligned to the current challenges the
game is facing in retaining players, sustaining clubs and
realising the potential of our players and workforce. These
strategies will go a long way to helping you align the
strategic need for your project in a wider context and add
value as you argue a case for your project.
Clear development priorities

Capacity
The ECB has a nationwide network of County Cricket
Boards (CCBs) who are responsible for leading, inspiring
and influencing the growth, quality and accessibility of
cricket throughout England and Wales. Supporting this
network are full time County Development Managers,
Coaching and Administrative teams. Contact with the
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The game has a clearly mapped participant journey that
offers opportunities for people of all ages to gain their first
experience of cricket, develop their skills and reach their
full potential. An established network of cricket clubs and
a mature schools programme delivered in conjunction with
Chance to Shine (www.chancetoshine.org) pulls together
the traditional education, community and club offering,
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01.
ensuring a steady flow of new young players into the game.
However new innovative programmes are also being
developed that address the challenges of player retention
during the recognised drop off periods as players transition
from primary to secondary school, and from secondary
school into Higher Education (HE) / Further Education (FE)
and community programmes.
The participant journey is complemented by a clear pathway
for talented players through District, County, Emerging Players
and First Class County Academies, as well as a broad offer
for players with a disability. The support offered to sustain the
entire network of clubs is detailed within our own Club Strategy.
All development priorities are based on 4 clear principles:
1 All development priorities should be needs led
2 All development priorities should be jointly agreed
3 Resources and programmes should be aligned to 		
support the development priorities
4 Common monitoring, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
and compliance processes should be agreed.
These development priorities are clearly mapped at a
local level and offer a ready-made entry point to align
opportunities linked to your specific project plans.
Specific Shared Planning Information

journey. This data includes participation levels in a variety
of settings, plus workforce and competition information for
our focus club network. This data is collected locally and
can then be extrapolated out to cover various geographical
boundaries and specific criteria.
We can offer a wealth of intelligence on which to base
the need for your project, support you in developing
an understanding of customer insight and help to plan
specific development programmes linked to your project.
By involving your CCB at an early stage in your project
development, this data can be made available.
Similarly, on an operational basis, the ECB can offer
added value through a portfolio of quality assured and
proven development programmes that could be deployed
to ensure your developmental outcomes can be delivered.
These cover all playing and coaching programmes across
the participant journey, plus workforce development and
deployment schemes that meet minimum quality standards
and are fully inclusive and accessible.
By working closely with your CCB you will be able to better
understand the quality of programmes that are delivered and
to integrate them into both your project planning and longer
term development outcomes. This partnership working can
ensure innovative joint projects can be developed and long
term mature relationships established.

The ECB holds a comprehensive range of data that charts
current provision across the breadth of the participant
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02.

Indoor sports halls with cricket facilities

It is recommended that these guidance notes for Indoor
sports halls with cricket facilities be looked at in conjunction
with the Sport England document ‘Developing the Right
Sports Hall’ (see page 35 for details of where to find this).
The decision-making process tool in this guidance will
encourage all stakeholders to think about their needs and
evidence first in order to then identify appropriate facility
requirements. It will challenge traditional thinking of what is
assumed to be required against what is currently known to
be required.
This guidance also encourages the right questions to be
asked regarding sports and other stakeholder requirements
in order that optimal solutions are reached that ultimately
lead to the intended outcome of the right sustainable
facilities in the right places for the right reasons. For further
support it is important that you engage in early consultation
with your NGB.
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Activities

Netting

Cricket teaching, practice, coaching, training, indoor
short games and practice games. Because of the space
requirements and need to accommodate and align with
other sports requirements within the hall, it is important to
establish if cricket is a primary sport at the outset.

Netting is an essential component for the safe organisation
of hardball cricket. Vertical nets along all sides of the net bay
and horizontal nets above each bay stop the ball.
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02.
Maintenance

Community use

Maintenance is essential and an early awareness of the
maintenance requirements of all the cricket components will
assist in future cost planning.

Access control measures to the playing area and changing
rooms along with careful timetable management will provide
flexibility while ensuring safe separation of pupils and other
users. Careful consideration should be given to managing
the change over of different users groups between sessions.

Budget
The budget must reflect the requirements of the sport and
equipment throughout the life of the facility.
Access requirements
The batting end should be furthest from the access door
into the hall. The bowling end should be closest to the
entrance but not directly in front of doors or circulation
routes. When the cricket net bays are in use, the cricket
activity is linear along the length of the sports hall.
Adjacency
Changing rooms must be close to the hall main entrance.
Access into the net area must be from the sides of the net
bays when in use. Cricketers take turns having a bat and
change into and out of pads and gloves at regular intervals
so a suitable padding up area adjacent to the lanes access
would be convenient.
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If a padding-up area isn’t provided for players to change
into and out of pads and gloves adjacent to the net bays
then players would have to use the changing rooms instead.
If this is the case then it is essential that there isn’t direct
access to changing areas by the public to ensure the
security of junior players who could be unsupervised in the
changing rooms and possibly vulnerable.
Spectators
Ideally players and spectators would be kept separate.
Spectators should be outside of the playing hall, preferably
behind the bowlers arm and at an elevated level to assist
viewing. Spectators must be protected from ball impact.
However, one problem with using windows for protection is
that the reduction in sound transfer spoils the connection
with the hall so a non-sound proof solution is preferred,
either open netting or mesh that allow the sound to pass
through but stop balls. Unfortunately, currently there are very
few good examples of viewing galleries in sports halls.
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Layout

Doors

Space for changing into and out of batting equipment
should be provided. The space required is determined by
number of net bays. Typically, each net bay has six players
(five bowling and one batting) who swap at ten minute
intervals. If the padding up space is out of sight of the nets
then safe access in and out of the hall is critical.

Communicating doors must have sight lines to the playing
area. Refer to Sport England guidance notes for further
information on doors.
Dimensions
A minimum provision would be two net bays with safety
surrounds which gives a minimum hall area of 287.04m2.
A minimum hall length of 31.2m is acceptable and the
net bay width should be 3.6m per bay. Safety margins
should be at least 1m from adjacent walls up to a height
of 2m. Above this height margins are to be not less than
0.5m to reduce the risk of balls striking equipment such
as basketball goal hoops. It should be noted that where
equipment is fixed to walls margins are likely to exceed 1m
at ground level. Consideration should be given to equipment
selection as suppliers may be able to offer items that fold
or retract towards the wall. Margins are also determined by
circulation and escape requirements. Designers should liaise
with Building Control and Fire Officers at an early stage.
The minimum clear height of the horizontal top net is
5m to the underside of the drape. The typical clear ceiling
height is between 7.7m and 9.2m. The length of the
net bay is usually three-quarters of the length of the hall
(approximately 23.4m).
Ventilation
Design ventilation rates are 1.5 air changes per hour. High
ventilation rates required. Low level of fresh air can be
provided passively through motorized dampers at high level.
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Temperature

Bowling machines and power supply

The ideal hall temperature is 16oC. Sport England notes
the optimum sports hall temperature as between 12oC and
20oC. Most sports halls require heating and benefit from a
system with fast response time, for example, gas fire radiant
heaters (two branches with supply and extract fans in the
end walls) or ducted warm air delivering heated air through
air handling units. Under floor heating is undesirable as it
can have an adverse affect on the ball.

A conveniently located power supply at the bowling end
of the hall is essential if bowling machines are to be used.
The preferred solution is to have power points recessed in
the walls and fitted with a flush cover.

Orientation
This is only important when using natural daylight.
Acoustics
Refer to Sport England guidance notes for activity noise and
noise tolerance in multi purpose sports halls.
Equipment
Standard cricket equipment include bags, stumps, bats,
balls and personal protective equipment such as pads
and gloves. Roll out mats can be used depending on the
floor finish and can be a useful way to conceal the complex
multi-sport line markings.
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If electric points are recessed in floor boxes, the surface
should be flush in accordance with the surface evenness
requirements of the floor. Bowling machines that work off
a platform require 2,750mm headroom clearance which
should be noted for storage.
Also note that an ECB level two coaching qualification is
the minimum level of competency required for operating a
bowling machine.
Netting
It is recommended that 50mm knotted or 40mm knotless
white polymer netting mesh be used. All sports hall netting,
canvas and storage pouches should be made of fire
retardant material in accordance with BS 5867 Part 2.
The netting should not be hung too taut to prevent balls
rebounding dangerously. The netting system should be
able to withstand cricket balls hitting the net and support
structure under normal use. Balls should not pass under,
over, through or between nets. Horizontal nets should be
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attached to vertical nets. Balls should not become trapped
in net system. Components should be UV resistant to they
don’t degrade or weaken on exposure to sunlight.
Note that if roof nets are fixed to the side net, the side
net cannot be drawn independently and whilst this style
of arrangement may be appropriate if the tracking has to
be fitted to the roof joists well above the normal height
requirement for rood netting, it should otherwise be avoided.
Side netting should be long enough for at least 0.3m and no
more than 0.5m of slack/drape to rest on the floor.
Track
Curved tracks can be used to avoid clashes between nets and
doors, viewing windows and sports equipment. Individual net
bays are separated from the adjoining bays by tracked side
netting which is extended from end to end. The most efficient
method is independent overhead tracks which allows nets to
be drawn independently and allows flexible use. All tracking
and trolley systems should to conform to BS EN 1892.
Blinkers
Blinkers should be fitted to all practice nets (either heavy
white canvas or polymer). They should be suspended on
lanyard cords threaded through the net (not fixed to the net
as this will create sag over time) both side and rear nets
around the batsman/wicket keeper. It is recommended that
the blinkers extend 5m in front of the batsman (7.72m from
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the rear net) and to a height of at least 1.8m. A blinker system
is recommended for the back netting behind the bowler to
create a good visual background and to reduce the risk of
injury from balls being driven down the net bay – they help
prevent ricochet and act as a ball stop. It is recommended
that the bowling end blinker be 3m high either as a Velcro
attachment or sewn in to the netting.
Coordination with basketball match goals
Note that margins are required for cricket. Above 2m,
margins are should not be less than 0.5m to reduce the
risk of balls striking equipment such as basketball goal
hoops. It should be noted that where equipment is fixed
to walls, margins are likely to exceed 1m at ground level.
Consideration should be given to equipment selection.
Basketball goals are often centred to the sports hall.
Designers should note that in order to reduce risk of
obstruction, equipment and sports markings for either one
of these sports may have to be off centre from the multi-use
sports hall. Basketball match goals are often retractable and
electronically operated. It is important to ensure that the
setting out cricket nets do not interfere with the movement
of the retractable basketball goals. Retractable basketball
goals require about 3.4m. Designers should ensure
distances are checked with equipment manufacturer before
finalising dimensions. Refer to guidance layout diagram –
hall width calculator.
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Coordination with basketball practice goals

Lighting design parameters for clubs and schools

Practice basketball goals project varying distances
depending on whether they are fixed or hinged.
Hinged models project about 0.9m when closed. Wall
hinged basketball goals require about 2.0m. Designers
should ensure distances are checked with equipment
manufacturers before finalising dimensions. Refer to
guidance layout diagram – hall width calculator.

Design illumination: 750 lux average, design uniformity:
min/average = 0.8 when measured at floor level.
Reflectance values
Walls reflectance value 0.7 and ceiling reflectance value 0.7.
Daylight

Coordination with trampolining
When trampoline harnesses are soffit mounted,
designers should note and reconfigure cricket nets and
tracks accordingly.

The ECB recommends that sports halls are illuminated using
natural daylight. However, such an approach does require
careful shading design to ensure an even distribution of light
and that direct sunlight is excluded from the playing area at
all times.

Lighting
In multi-purpose sports halls lighting should use fluorescent
light fittings with multiple lamps which reduces glare and
maintains uniformity at different illumination levels. The
required light level should be provided by lines of fluorescent
light fittings running alongside each net bay and fixed to
the structure. Two way switches should be used to increase
lux levels. Some assessment and coordination of the
locations of the sports hall lighting, heating system, net
tracks and the wicket will be necessary as this may affect the
uniformity of light distribution. Consequently, the design of
the lighting for cricket practice will need to be assessed on a
case by case basis.
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The use of natural light needs careful consideration in
multi-sport halls as some sports have different lighting
requirements and might not be compatible with daylight.
Flooring
To ensure surfaces with the playing and durability
characteristics required by cricket are installed the ECB
has developed a Performance Standard for Indoor Cricket
Surfaces which can be found in ECB guidance document
TS3 – Indoor Sports Halls with Cricket Provision. It is
based on BS EN 14904 Surfaces for sports areas – Indoor
surfaces for multi-sports use.
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02.
A cricket surface is a combination of the synthetic surfacing,
together with its supporting layers (sub-structures) and
the playing performance will be influenced by both. Before
making a choice of surface, it is recommended you obtain
test results showing compliance with the ECB Standard
and detailing the performance of various products under
consideration.
The ECB requires shock absorbency below 44 per cent
and prefers to use point elastic flooring; area elastic
flooring dramatically reduces performance for cricket. The
surfacing laid in a multi-sport hall in which cricket is played
may be continuous sports floor that has the required playing
characteristics or roll out mats that, in conjunction with the
sports hall floor on which it is laid, provide a suitable surface
for cricket activities – it is important to note that a roll out
mat found to be suitable on one type of sports hall will not
necessarily provide satisfactory performance on a different type
of sports hall floor.
Mats
Where the sports floor is unsuitable for cricket activities,
roll out mats can be used. They should be firm with no
significant cushioning. Roll out mats should fixed to the
floor when in use with adhesive tape or an alternative
material or method to prevent slips, trips or movement
on sports hall floor.
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Mat options are:

Adaptability

–
–
–
–

Ideally the floor would be suitable to carry out any cricket
activity on all areas of the floor. This would require a floor
shock absorbency maximum of 44 per cent.

roll out matting for batting ends with crease markings
roll out matting for bowling ends with crease markings
additional spin mats if appropriate
roll out match pitch 30 metres x 2 metres (likely to
be more than one mat joined together due to their
weight and bulk). This facility depends on the overall
size of the hall.

The supplier of the flooring system should indicate and
supply the materials to make the floor suitable for cricket.
Compliance testing after the floor is installed should be
undertaken to ensure the correct qualities are achieved.
Line markings
Line markings for cricket are not required in multi-use
sports halls as the extra information proves too confusing.
However, line markings can be useful on matting.
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Security
Schools often have presence sensors located in the sports
hall for security reasons. It is important to set out the
sensors so that they are not obstructed by cricket nets
when drawn.
Operation and maintenance guidance
It’s important that the supplier-installer of the playing surface
and netting system provides details of the operation and
maintenance of the system. School equipment is often
used intensively and can be damaged easily if not properly
maintained.
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General maintenance items
Netting:
– maintain nets at appropriate level of tension
– keep clean and dust free
– repair damaged netting
– prevent nets from becoming slack
– prevent nets from sagging
Track, cables, fixing, fittings:
– lubricate all moving parts
– cleaning
Surfaces:
– cleaning
– marking
– removal of debris
– application of colour coats
– replacement sections
Storage
Storage is often at a premium in schools. It is important
to ensure that sufficient and useful storage is provided for
sports equipment that can be locked if necessary. Sufficient
room height and width of openings should be allowed
to accommodate the equipment. For example bowling
machines that work off a platform require 2,750mm clear
headroom. Cricket equipment should be stored separately.
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The building regulations require mat stores to be fire rated.
User storage is usually located in changing rooms and
should be as per Sport England guidance.
Spectators
Spectators should be outside of the playing hall ideally
behind the bowlers arm and at an elevated level to assist
viewings. Viewing galleries are often used in schools.
However, separate screening or the use of blinds is also
recommended to ensure privacy between community and
school use.
Community
Sports hall in schools are the most frequently used space
often because it is a shared facility with the community.
Out of school hours, sports hall are often hired out to local
teams and clubs. It is therefore important that sufficient
access controls and separation measures are provided
to allow for flexibility of use. Please note that environment
requirements (for example lighting and surfaces) may differ
for different levels of clubs which may use the space.
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Useful diagrams
1m min. beyond
side net
3.6m min
3.6m min

1m min. beyond
side net

3.5m

Lofted drive nets

Approx 3/4
length of hall

BOWLER’S
END
10m

4m min
typically 7.7m to
9.2m min. clear
depending on
sports played

2m

se

5m min.
1800
min

BATSMAN’S
END

1.5m
se
en
ote
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7.72m min
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31.62m

33.62m

se
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Notes:
1. Use of alternative dimensions for
the overall length of cricket halls
is subject to agreement by the
ECB on a project by project basis.
2. Margins are to be at least 1m
from adjacent walls up to a height
of approximately 2m. Above this
height margins are to be not less
than 0.5m to reduce the risk of
balls striking equipment such as
basketball goal hoops. It should
be noted that where equipment
is fixed to walls margins are likely
to exceed 1m at ground level.
Consideration should be given to
equipment selection as suppliers
may be able to offer items that fold
or retract towards the wall. Margins
are also determined by circulation/
escape requirements. Designers
should liaise with Building Control/
Approved Inspectors and Fire
Officers at an early stage.
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B

A

A

C
net trackways
C

E

D

C

C
B

A

Hall Width Calculator
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Practice basketball goals project
varying distances depending on
whether they are fixed or hinged.
When closed hinged models
project approximately 0.9m (check
with equipment manufacturer
before finalising dimensions).
B Recommended dimensions of
not less than 0.5m to reduce the
risk of balls striking equipment
such as basketball goal hoops and
deflecting on to players.
Where basketball goals are not
present A+B must not be less
than 1m. A+B will also be
determined by circulation/escape
requirements Designers should
liaise with Building Control/
Approved Inspectors and Fire
Officers at an early stage.
C Cricket bay widths 3.6m min.
(4.0m elite).
D Roof retractable basketball goals
require 3.4m. Wall hinged
basketball goals require 2.0m
(check with equipment manufacturer
before finalising dimensions).
E Total width of hall.
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Tracks A:
– do not need any curves.

1.3m min. for nets between A and wall

crossover

crossover

crossover

crossover

crossover

crossover

A
B
B

C

crossover

crossover

crossover

crossover

C

crossover

crossover

D

sideways
hinged
matchplay
basketball
goal

Tracks B:
– require curves to avoid the sideways
hinged matchplay basketball goals.
Curves are not required if roof
retractable goals are installed.
Tracks C:
– require curves to avoid the viewing
window.
Tracks D:
– require curves to avoid the view
windows and doors.

1.85m min. between wall and D for division
net on U-shaped trackway
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03.

Fine turf outdoor cricket facilities

Activities
Cricket teaching, practice, coaching, training, short games
and practice games.
Performance quality standards
It is critical to review the winter and summer performance
quality standards for both the initial pitch installation and
the long-term sustainability of the pitch. At school level,
the pitch should give a consistent and safe bounce. The
performance quality standards are measured in three
categories: physical structure, presentation structure and
playing quality. Performance quality standards can also give
guidance on the quality level of the pitch from first class to
recreational and school use.
Pitch orientation
Cricket square orientation should generally run north-south
wicket to wicket to avoid batting or bowling into the setting
sun. This is particularly relevant in the evening and in the later
stages of the season. The orientation axis can vary from 325
degrees (west-of-north) to 55 degrees (east-of-north). The
best common orientation with other sports is 345 degrees.
Refer to Sport England design guidance note Natural Turf
For Sports for pitch orientation when the cricket outfield is
part of a multiple-sport facility as the overlap with the ideal
pitch orientation for other sports narrows the zone of flexibility.
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Pitch Orientation Diagram
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03.
Grounds maintenance

Community use

The management and maintenance of pitches requires
skilled grounds staff for anything more than a basic
provision, so the required level of performance standard
must be made clear at the outset. The competency level of
an employed pitch manager is Institute of Groundsmanship
(IOG) advanced certificate or the equivalent City and Guilds.
If a cricket club operates the site under a license then a
voluntary groundsman requires the competency of IOG
intermediate certificate or the equivalent City and Guilds.

The ECB would like to address the opportunity of schools
hosting a cricket club on the site. Perhaps under license
with a view to managing the sports pitches. However, the
adjacency and relationship of the changing facilities and
clubhouse to the pitch is critical. It is also important that
sufficient access controls and separation measures are
provided to allow for flexibility of use and suitable separation.
If the pitch is intended to be used by a cricket club then the
appropriate quality of pitch construction and management
are essential.

Training
Budget
The ECB in association with The Institute of Groundsmanship
(IOG) has developed a structured short course training scheme
to develop the skills and expertise of cricket groundsmen.
www.ecb.co.uk/development/facilities-funding/groundsmanship/
groundsmanship-courses/

Design advice
The correct design and installation is essential to avoid
poorly designed, poorly drained and unmanageable sites.
The ECB can advise on the requirements for pitches
while competent turfgrass consultants and contractors
experienced in pitch construction and management can
advise on design and installation.
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The budget must reflect the requirements throughout the life
of the facility.
Rolling/preparation
Pre-season rolling is absolutely crucial to the production of
quality pitches as the cricket square requires a firm and even
surface. Rolling should commence as soon as conditions
permit. The groundsman is the only person who can decide
when conditions are suitable.
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03.
Fixtures and number of pitches

Drainage

The number of pitches will be determined by the number of
fixtures. Each pitch can carry five adult matches or seven
junior matches per season. When the fixture list is available it
is possible to establish a plan to programme pitch allocation
for the whole season. You should aim to produce equal
usage of each pitch. It will be necessary to place the more
important fixtures towards the centre of the square and
then work out accordingly. Consecutive matches should not
follow on adjacent pitches as this could mean using a strip
which may be damaged from the bowlers’ run-off from a
previous match. The two outside pitches are often reserved
for practise or for the provision of artificial pitches.

If drainage is a major problem on the outfield, the installation
of a pipe drainage system might be required. The outfield
should ideally be made up of a good free draining soil with
suitable grasses.
Outfield maintenance
Mowing is the main operation carried out on the cricket
outfield. The school or local authority should cut and prepare
the outfield in line with their chosen fine turf performance
quality standards.
Water supply

Net cages
A water supply is required for the cricket square.
Mobile net cages can be cost effective and allow instant use
of a pitch on the square or set aside area, and stored away
afterwards therefore limiting unnecessary wear of the nets
area through unauthorised usage.
Outfield
The outfield should provide a true surface for the ball to run
without deviation and should be firm enough to provide a
good and safe foot hold for the fielders. It must be cleared
of any objects that could cause injury to players or damage
to machinery.
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End of season renovation
If undertaken in a correct and professional manner,
forms the foundation for quality pitches throughout the
forthcoming season. This work can often be limited by a
lack of resources, either in funding or lack of machinery/
materials or plain absence of knowledgeable trained
manpower.
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03.
Multiple use of the outfield

Storage

The outfield can overlap with other sports pitches during the
winter months (for example rugby, football or hockey) but
the cricket square should be protected at all times. Inevitably
the outfields will require renovation and maintenance during
winter to ensure a safe surface for cricket.

Storage is often at a premium in schools. It is important to
ensure that sufficient and suitable secure storage is provided
for sports equipment. Cricket equipment should be stored
separately and player’s personal storage is usually located in
changing rooms.

Pitch covers (for club cricket only)
Covers should be available to protect the pitch and the
bowler’s run-ups from rain both during the match and in the
preceding days as appropriate. Arrangements should be
made for the ground staff, players or other helpers to put
the covers in place as quickly as possible. Wheeled covers
are recommended, although plastic sheets/tarpaulins can
be used provided that they are well maintained and are laid
over a hessian underlay or coconut matting which covers
the pitch area. The covers must protect an area of at least
80 feet by 12 feet and clubs are encouraged to protect
a larger area, including the bowler’s run-ups, whenever
possible.
Ball stops
Depending on the arrangement of the outdoor space and
pitches, there might be a requirement for perimeter boards
or netting to prevent the cricket ball from causing damage
or rolling off into the distance.
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Viewing location
Playing fields with close or convenient changing facilities
required to enable community or club use. Spectators will
often prefer to watch the game from corner sites as these
offer the most dynamic views, giving full context of the field
and the best perspective for watching the bowler’s delivery
and batsmen striking the ball. A raised bank or viewing area
will give a better view of the game. Sight screens occupy
the area parallel to the batting crease and are moved
regularly depending on the wicket in use and the batsman’s
preference. As you might expect, these could obstruct the
view. The view from the east and west give a flat side view of
the field of play so are less interesting to watch cricket from.
Adjacency
Non-turf practice nets can be off the field to allow use during
matches, or as part of the cricket square using mobile nets.
The scoreboard should be visible to the players, spectators
and umpire.
Access requirements
Cricket teams use changing rooms in a slightly different way
to other sports because of the pace of the game. Although
the fielding side will leave the pitch together at the end of the
game, the batting team often change as they come off the
pitch and only pad-up shortly before they are called into bat.
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Viewing Location Diagram
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03.
For that reason, it is desirable to have a visual connection
between the changing rooms and the fields of play so
batsmen can stay aware of progress and avoid being
timed-out while padding up. The view out from the changing
rooms must be carefully balanced with maintaining privacy,
which is particularly important where there are junior players.
Players should also have easy access to the pitch from the
changing rooms. Surveillance of the entrance is important
to maintain security for valuables left in the batting team’s
changing room.
Safety and security
Consider safety and security control for community access
to the playing area and for managing different users groups
interchanging between sessions. Players and spectators
are ideally kept separate. There should be no direct access
by the public to changing areas if used for padding up and
interchanging batters.
Key dimensions: length of pitch
–
–
–
–
–
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adult, Under 15 and Under 14 = 20.12m (22 yards) –
most suitable for a secondary school.
under 13 and Under 12 = 19.2m (21 yards)
under 11 = 18.29m (20 yards)
under 10 = 17.37m (19 yards)
under 9 = 16.46m (18 yards)

Seniors Six-Pitch Layout Diagram With Dimensions
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Key dimensions: width of each pitch
3.05m (10 feet)
Key dimensions: boundary
45.72m for an adult pitch and 36.58m for a junior pitch.
No adult pitch boundary should be less than 45.72m
(50 yards) or more than 82.29m (90 yards) from the middle
stump of the closest match pitch to that boundary.
The boundary should be clearly marked. There should be a
1m safety margin around the boundary to any fixed object.
A 10m safety margin from the boundary to a pavilion or any
building would be preferred.

Juniors Six-Pitch Layout Diagram With Dimensions
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03.
Maintenance equipment

Guidance notes for outdoor fine turf

Typical maintenance equipment will include a pitch mower,
outfield mower, hand roller, motor roller, scarifier, aerators,
fertiliser distributors, pesticide applicator, setting out
equipment (tape measure, lines and pegs), marking out
equipment (straight edge, marking frame, paint brush,
boundary marking equipment), irrigation equipment, hand
tools (springbok rake, wheelbarrow, switch/whale bone
brush, true lute, drag mat/brush, besom boom/stiff brush,
stump hole marker, hammer, wooden mallet, setting bar,
shovel, fork, tool kit, bucket, thumper/heavy panner and
straight edge.

Refer to the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)
publications:

Each County Cricket Board can advise on training and
maintenance, and many operate a grounds equipment and
machinery co-operative.

–
–

TS4 Recommended guidelines for the preparation and
maintenance of cricket pitches and outfields at all levels
of the game (also known as the Fine Turf Booklet).
Performance Standards for the cricket square and
outfield. These provide detailed information regarding
herbage (grass), pests and diseases and soil profile for
both standard and basic quality pitches.

ECB publications are free to download from:
www.ecb.co.uk/development/facilities-funding/technical-specifications/

www.ecb.co.uk/development/development-structure-and-contacts/countyboards,67,BP.html
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Non-turf outdoor cricket facilities

Activities

Description

Cricket teaching, practice, coaching, training, short games
and practice games. Non-turf pitches can be used for
match pitches and practice areas. One of the benefits of
non-turf pitches is that they can be used intensively.

Non-turf outdoor cricket pitches and facilities do not support
grass or vegetation and are designed to perform without it.
It could be used in any situation in which a natural turf pitch
or facility may be considered. It would include synthetic
turf, rubberised or synthetic pad or carpet-like material laid
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04.
on a prepared base of either bound (concrete, tarmac) or
unbound mineral (hard porous interlocking or water bound
material), soil or turf. All components play an important role
in the suitability for the purpose.
Types of non-turf pitch
Most types of non-turf pitch consist of a synthetic turf laid
on a prepared base. Non-turf pitches can be divided into
two main groups: bound and unbound. Bound is where
the surfaces are laid on a structure that is bound together
with a bonding agent like bituminous macadam (bitmac)
or concrete. Unbound is where the surfaces are laid on
a structure that is not bound and is held together by the
interlocking and particle size distribution of the particles.
Unbound has the ability to absorb moisture and alter the
playing characteristic of a pitch more readily than a bound
structure, therefore, it plays similar to a good natural turf
pitch with changeable playing characteristics influenced
by the moisture content in the base formation. Soil is an
unbound structure and pitches that use a clay base provide
the nearest playing performance to a grass pitch, they do
however require the highest maintenance input.
Classification
There are three principal categories: junior (under 12), club/
recreational, first class cricket and centres of excellence. All
of these may be used for match play, practice, coaching and
general training.
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Approved systems
The ECB operates a non-turf cricket pitch approval scheme
for non-turf pitch systems based on the performance
standards for non-turf cricket pitches noted above. All
approved pitch systems are different and each has its own
distinctive characteristics. Some are based on the entire
components within the structure providing the playing
performance whilst others depend on the introduction
of one or more performance pads to provide the playing
performance and the unique qualities associated with the
individual system. Approved systems are designed by the
owner of the pitch system and therefore the top 100mm
depth (with some systems lower) is standard to the named
system. Therefore the designer of the facility only has to
design the exterior of the site allowing the system owner to
design the surrounds and supporting features such as nets,
cages, banks, slopes, steps, walls, landscape features,
surrounds drainage and other essential features necessary
to support the facility.
Design advice
The ECB can advise on the requirements for non-turf
pitches. Turfgrass consultants and contractors experienced
in the construction and management of pitches can
advise on design. The correct design and installation is
essential to avoid poorly designed, poorly drained and
unmanageable sites.
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Maintenance and longevity
–
No non-turf pitch or facility is maintenance free. The
maintainer plays the most critical role because maintenance
is a key factor in how long the non-turf pitch or facility will
lasts and is suitable for the purpose. Experience and practical
research indicates all non-turf pitches should last a minimum
of 20 years and during this time they may require a new
surface and perhaps an underlay but, with good maintenance,
the base formation should be suitable for the purpose.
Maintenance can be divided into timescales for items that
need to be carried out in:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

the first three months after installation
the second and third three months after installation
weekly
monthly
annually
bi-annually and longer term.

Typical maintenance activities include:
–
–
–
–
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cleaning: removal of debris, cleaning of the surface
(weekly).
marking: remarking of lines (weekly).
surrounds: mowing (weekly) or if adjacent to a quality
square (twice weekly).
repairs: damaged from spiked footwear, filling stump

–
–

holes etc.
eradication of unwanted vegetation: the chemical 		
control of weeds, moss and algae.
repairs to nets and cages: fixing of net ties, repairs to
netting, ground fixing and top net fixings.
repairs to the surface and base: including re-tensioning
of the surface components.

Match pitch
A match pitch can be sited adjacent to or within a grass
cricket square, within a cricket outfield or somewhere where
there is enough land to have an outfield. The synthetic
components require an area of 2.74 metres wide x 30
metres in length (82.20sqm). The surrounding land should
be on the same gradient as the pitch. A non turf match
pitch in isolation can provide a useful alternative to a fine turf
square where space or maintenance capacity is an issue.
Practice nets
An essential component for the safe practise of outdoor
cricket. It is imperative that they are constructed and
maintained with true and predictable bounce enabling
players to practise and perfect their skills. Such an area
should allow for a minimum of 3.66m (12ft) or maximum
4.75m (15ft) wide per bay, with an adequate allowance
as possible for a full safe bowlers run up. A batting end
of a minimum of 10.67m (35ft) length would suitable.
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In many cases Non Turf Pitch (NTP) outdoor practice
facilities offer the best option in terms of low maintenance,
readily available in most weather conditions and safe playing
performance rating.

from the ECB Facilities and Investment Manager at the
ECB offices at Old Trafford Cricket Ground, Old Trafford,
Manchester, and M16 0PX.
Maintenance hours

Practice pitches (or nets)
Usually sited in groups of two or more pitches within a cage
or series of cages. A single pitch inclusive of cage requires
3.66 metres wide x minimum 25 metres long, which would
give a pitch area of 91.5m2. If a security fence is required,
a 1.5m margin should be provided around the facilities on
all four sides. The surface should be non-turf throughou t.
Net cages
Mobile net cages can be cost effective and allow instant use
of a pitch on the square or set aside area, and stored away
afterwards therefore limiting unnecessary wear of the nets
area through unauthorised usage.
Community use
All the types of facilities can be used for community use
however care must be taken when select an approved
pitch system. Management and maintenance costs are
higher on some types of facilities especially where joint use
is being catered for. Guidance on provision and the cost of
maintaining different types of pitch systems can be obtained
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Maintenance time (and cost) must be taken into consideration
as different systems require varying levels of maintenance.
Services
An electricity supply might be required for bowling machines.
Note that an ECB level two coaching qualification is the
minimum level of competency required for operating a
bowling machine.
Orientation
Where possible the facility should be sited in a north-south
direction to avoid batting or bowling into the setting sun.
This is particularly relevant in the evening and in the later
stages of the season.
Trees
Trees should not be close to the non-turf areas as they
can cast shadows across and drop leaves onto the playing
surface. Roots can also cause damage to the pitch system
so a root barrier is usually required.
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Roads and paths

Proximity

Roads and paths can be a source of noise and distraction
to players. Also, the activities on the facility could create a
safety hazard for drivers and pedestrians.

Other sports facilities, play areas, gardens or woods could
encourage people to be too close to the action for their
personal safety.

Buildings

Location

Buildings can cast shadows, reduce light, intensify winds,
reduce or increase the circulation of air, which could lead
to rust, rot, a build up off organic matter, disease and other
forms of decomposing fungi or vegetation.

Playing fields with close or convenient changing facilities
required to enable community or club use.

Ground conditions

Consider safety and security control for community access
to the playing area and for managing different users groups
interchanging between sessions. Players and spectators
are ideally kept separate. There should be no direct access
by the public to changing areas if used for padding up and
interchanging batters.

The ground conditions have a major bearing on the provision
of the facility as they influence the design. For example clay,
sand, silt, peat water courses, slope and terrain.

Safety and security

Drainage
All ECB approved non-turf systems are approved without a
drainage specification. However, it is part of the total project
design to determine if drainage is required.
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Floodlights

Guidance Notes for non-turf

Are generally not required for cricket. When they are
required, the vertical lux should be a minimum of 1000/
uniformity 0.8 throughout the entire area with light focused
directly on the facility without creating shadows or directly
in the eyes of the players.

Refer to the England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB)
publications:
–
–

Safety and risks
–
The quality of the materials, workmanship, playing
performance and pitch design are all factors that must be
taken into consideration for safety and risk assessments.
For net cages, the quality of the poles, sockets, cross
members and other supports, netting and skirt, fixings,
ties, laces, brackets, concrete, pegs and other fixings all
influence the durability of the facility and therefore its safety
to users and spectators. In addition to the component parts,
the design and layout of the facility plays a major part in the
safety and durability of the facility.
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TS6 Performance Standards for Non-Turf Cricket
Pitches Intended for Outdoor Use.
Guidance Notes for the Provision and Installation of
Non-Turf Cricket Pitches and Net Cages.
Code of Practice and Technical Requirements for the
Design and Installation of Non-Turf Cricket Facilities.

ECB publications are free to download from:
www.ecb.co.uk/development/facilities-funding/technical-specifications/
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Further reading and relevant standards

All the publications referred to in this document are listed
again below for convenience, along with further references
that should be useful to designers of school sports facilities.

–
–
–

England and Wales Cricket Board (ECB) publications

Sport England publications are free to download from:
www.sportengland.org/index/get_resources/resource_downloads/facilities_
guidance.htm

–
–
–
–
–
–

TS3 Facility briefs and guidance notes for indoor sports
halls with cricket provision
TS4 Recommended guidelines for the preparation and
maintenance of cricket pitches and outfields at all levels
of the game
TS6 Performance standards for non-turf cricket pitches
intended for outdoor use
Code of Practice and technical requirements for the
design and installation of non-turf cricket facilities
Guidance Notes for the provision and installation of
non-turf cricket pitches and net cage facilities
ECB Employer’s requirements for the provision and
installation of non-turf facilities

Natural Turf for Sport
Sports Halls: Design
Sports Halls: Sizes and Layouts

Partnerships for Schools publications
–
–
–

Building Bulletin BB98 Briefing framework for secondary
school projects
Building Bulletin BB102 Designing for disabled children
and children with special educational needs
BSF wave five area data sheets

PfS publications are free to download from:
www.partnershipsforschools.org.uk/library/buildingbulletins.jsp

European Standards
ECB publications are free to download from:
www.ecb.co.uk/development/facilities-funding/technical-specifications/

BS EN 14904:2006 Surfaces for sports areas –
Indoor surfaces for multi sports use – Specification.

Sport England publications
–
–
–
–
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Developing the Right Sports Hall
Designing for Sport on School Sites
Comparative Sizes of Sports Pitches and Courts
Floor for Indoor Sports

Please note that this standard is not considerate of cricket
and so, if poorly applied, it will not provide suitable indoor
playing surfaces for the game.
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